SECURE CLOUD
Meet Your Cloud and Hosting Needs with Flexible Environment and Proven Data Protection
Agencies are challenged to find flexible and affordable public cloud services and hosting solutions for their sensitive or classified environments. In response, Dynamic Systems offers Dynamic Innovation Hub (DIH), a secure infrastructure and platform services from our state-of-the-art data center.

DIH is built to Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) standards to meet government cloud and hosting needs. This facility offers an array of secure, scalable, and affordable cloud capabilities.

No matter the customer environment, Dynamic Systems can access, advise, and support your move to the cloud.

Within our Secure Cloud, we help protect your data and services; build out your environment with secure technologies; migrate legacy environments; and accelerate improved security services supporting deployment and management of sensitive workloads.
**Enterprise Services**

Utilize enterprise management tools to sustain customer environments so you can focus on core business.

**Hosted Environments**

Meet SLA-based needs with a secured, autonomous customer environment.

**Hosted Test/Dev**

Referenceable hybrid cloud for proven test/dev workloads.

**Legacy Migration**

Analyze, access, and migrate appropriate workloads to the Secure Cloud.

**Secure Perimeter**

Guaranteed secure, dedicated data transfer and access from DIH perimeter to the hosted customer environments.

**Secure Backup**

High-performance customer-specific data protection encrypting data in transit and at rest.

---

**AVAILABLE CLOUD CONFIGURATION OPTIONS**

**Scalable architectures per customer requirements**

- X86
- SPARC

**Operating Systems**

- Windows
- Solaris
- RHEL
- OEL

**Scalable Network Bandwidth**

- Cisco

**Storage**

- 4 tiers from high-performance to low-cost

**Virtualization**

- VMware
- Oracle VM
DYNAMIC INNOVATION HUB (DIH)

Hosting Platform Managed Support

We take care of your IT management and administration requirements, so you can focus on your core business. The DIH environment and support team employ multiple enterprise services to customize management and reporting activities to meet your specific needs.

Managed Integration and Security Assessments

Dynamic Systems’ Professional Services team provides end-to-end architecture, design, integration, and security services to help you meet your requirements.

Virtualized or Bare Metal

Wherever you are in the evolution of your systems, DIH supports bare metal and fully virtualized services. Our engineering team can also assist you in your virtualization transition.

Single and Multi-Tenant Solutions

DIH provides secure multi-tenancy for customer environments. It also delivers single tenancy environments when specified by customer requirements.

High Performance, Flexible Technologies

Meeting strict government specifications, DIH can either support customer dictated technologies, or provide our existing state-of-the-art computer, networking, storage, and high availability solutions.
**Autonomous, Secure Environments**

DIH provides you with an autonomous environment secured to DOD specifications (NIST 800-171, ICD 503, RMF, Zone-D). Your systems and applications have the same level of independence and security as a standalone, bare metal enclave.

**Flexible Pricing Options**

Pricing options are available by a processor, virtual machine, and storage and/or bandwidth utilization. We can include licensing in our fees or reuse your existing licenses. Our pricing plans are customized for each customer and meet most customer pricing structure needs. Service Level Agreements are also priced according to each customers’ needs including up to 24x7x365 support.

**GET STARTED TODAY**

Let Dynamic Systems become your one-stop-shop for all of your service and support needs. Visit us online at www.DynamicSystemsInc.com or call us at 310.337.4400 to learn more about our Secure Cloud today.